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The New Customer Agenda 
 

The big issues that will matter most to customers over the next decade, and how businesses 
can respond to them. Extract from Business Recoded by Peter Fisk. 

 

Pat Brown, the scientist who founded Impossible Foods, makers of plant-based burgers, 
sausages and more, describes his product as "alternative meat". While he recognises that 
his immediate audience will be vegetarians, who might compare his products to those of 
other plant-based solutions like Beyond Meat, his target audience is meat eaters, who 
compare Impossible to the real thing. He reframes his value proposition, and therefore the 
competitive space and mind space of consumers. He doesn’t want to be compared simply 
on price and taste, but on the wider impacts which meat has, from the deforestation of 
rainforests to carbon emissions of cows. 

Daniel Ek gives you unlimited streamed music on Spotify for a subscription fee of $9.99 a 
month, $4.99 if you are a student, $12.99 for a family sharing, or free if you are willing to 
only listen when connected by Wi-Fi, and with some ad interruptions. Compare that to the 
old transactional models, where you would buy an album of 12 tracks that tell a musical 
story and keep it forever, for the same price as accessing 50 million tracks today. But think 
further to the relative costs of production, payments to artists, and impacts on the 
environment.  

Both examples illustrate the changing nature of “value”. 

The new customer agenda 

In seeking to understand the longer-term agenda for customers, we need combine our 
insight into customer priorities and aspirations of today with the broader “megatrend” 
drivers of the external world. 
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8 meta priorities for customers emerge, likely to drive customer attitudes and behaviours 
through the decade to 2030: 

1. My Identity: I define myself how I choose, often rejecting conventional labels. Social 
media has democratised my ability to express myself. As a blogger or an influencer, 
amateur rock band or self-publishing author, anyone can build their own brand, 
often with more authenticity and empathy than glossy stars. Brands are platforms to 
help people share passions as new tribes, and do more together. 

2. My Wellbeing: I embrace physical and mental wellness with a more personal and 
holistic approach that combines what is good for my health, my fitness and my 
future. More authentic, more natural, and more local solutions will become 
increasingly important. Brands, particularly in the areas of healthcare, nutrition and 
sport will become my new wellbeing partners.   

3. My Access: Smartphones and their derivatives, will be my access points to both 
physical and digital worlds, enhanced by collaboration, intelligence and 
augmentation. Gamification is really a shorthand for more intuitive, immersive and 
inspiring forms of access, as physical and digital experiences combine. I will seek 
easy, relevant and trusted brands as gateways to my preferred worlds. 

4. My Community: Instead of defining ourselves by locality or nationality, occupations 
or socio-demographics, people will choose which the communities they seek to 
belong to and defined by, which they contribute to and care about. Digital lifestyles, 
geographic migration, and urbanisation will drive this. Social status will less about 
wealth more about quality of life. Brands will align with these communities. 

5. My Responsibility: I care, and seek to do more, for “myself, my community and my 
world”. As social and environmental issues become more tangible, reducing 
materialism, waste and resource use will be key environmentally. Socially, I will seek 
to support the most vulnerable people in local communities, and others globally. I 
seek brands and other platforms that can amplify my desire to contribute more. 

6. My Portfolio: I will build a portfolio lifestyle, around both my personal interests and 
professional activities. As lifelong careers give way to more fluid and freelance work, 
I will develop a portfolio of experiences and skills, alongside more personal hobbies 
and activities. My networks, socially and professionally, will be key to unlocking my 
portfolio through collaborative work and community life. 

7. My Rights: I have the power to express my views, to actively stand up for what is 
fair, responsible and legal. I seek respect, to be protected, but also I have a poweful 
voice. Personal data and privacy are at the core of this, although I also recognise 
that this requires balance - to achieve more, I need to share more. I will respect and 
support brands and organisations who stand up for me and my principles. 

8. My Value: My personal success is still measured in economic terms, with some 
symbols of materialism and self-gratification. While sufficient incomes matter to 
achieve a sustainable lifestyle, my value in society is more quantified by contribution, 
through creativity and collaboration. I respect others who do more for our world, 
from small acts of kindness to ways to accelerate our progress.  

The new customer value equation 

Customers look beyond product and price in today’s world.  

Economists used to simply define the “value” to the customer as benefits less costs, and a 
fair price would typically emerge out of a price elasticity analysis which judged what a 
reasonable share of customers were willing to pay. In today’s world, customer value is a 
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more complex story, although to the customer it is probably still an intuitive, emotional, 
split-second judgement.  

For business, it starts with the changing nature of markets, how people purchase and 
consume products and services, brands and experiences. Three factors are key: 

• Customers are not average. Individuals are more different in their needs and 
aspirations, and for business in the cost to sell and serve them. You certainly don’t 
want everybody, and often fewer but better customers are better for business 

• Alternatives are not equal. Blurred boundaries in multiple dimension, means that 
the choice of alternatives is far greater, and comparisons are less equal. How to 
compare a soft drink and a live event both offering “happiness”? 

• Products are not core. Functionality used to be the starting point in seeking to 
understand what the customer values. But as offerings are built more around service 
and experiential attributes, products matter less. 

Add to this the profound ways in which businesses have innovated, in particular as 
business models have shifted away from transactions to different patterns of value 
exchange. Subscription models, auctions, freemium models, pay per use, all shape a new 
perspective on value.  

• Value enabled. Focus on what you enable people to do, not just the immediate 
benefits of a transaction The “job to be done” reflects the bigger goal, be it living it a 
healthier life, or a business that is enabled to do radically more because of you.  

• Value beyond money. Customers used to measure value as benefits gained relative 
to price paid, quantifying abstract concepts like quality and convenience financially. 
Today, the highest price increasingly does not reflect the most benefits.  

• Value over time. As in the Spotify example, value over time becomes an important 
dynamic, in a similar way to buying or leasing a car. However, the choices and 
trade-offs more complex, as in the up and downsides of fast fashion. 

For customers, value is affected by their shifting priorities, which typically include broader 
issues in a changing world. Accessibility goes beyond convenience, fairness goes beyond 
producers, price goes beyond costs of production, achievement goes beyond themselves: 

• What I give, as well as what I get. Customers recognise brands as platforms for 
good, where a purchase can benefit them and others. This might be explicit like 
Toms “one for one” or implicit like Juan Valdez’s fairtrade coffee. 

• How it makes the world better. Individuals will value sustainable benefits 
differently, supporting local or global causes, social or environmental issues, the 
ability to create a single or amplified impact. 

• The cost to me, and the world. The total impact of a purchase, as for example 
measured by its carbon footprint, requires a systems-type of thinking, as in dairy 
farming, with consequences globally, balanced against health and happiness. 

This new value equation for customers maps closely with the new value equation for 
business, for employees and investors, making a much richer and responsible value 
exchange both possible and desirable. 
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Peter Fisk is a future strategist, bestselling 
author, inspiring speaker, and advisor to 
business leaders around the world.  
 
He leads GeniusWorks, an innovative business 
accelerator, based in London, and is professor of 
leadership, strategy and innovation at IE 
Business School in Madrid, where he is 
Academic Director of their flagship executive 
programs. 
 

His business career was forged in a superconductivity lab, accelerated by managing 
supersonic brands, shaped by working in corporations around the world, evolved in a digital 
start-up, and formalised as CEO of the world’s largest marketing network. 
 
He has 30 years of practical business experience, working with business leaders in over 300 
companies and 55 countries … he has vast experience across many different sectors, with 
clients as diverse as Adidas and American Express, Barclays to BNP Paribas, Cartier and 
Coca Cola, McKinsey to Microsoft, P&G and Pfizer, Virgin to Visa, and many more. 
 
His keynotes and workshops explore the diverse 
challenges for today’s business leaders, making 
sense of change, and driving transformational 
change, that shapes the future of their 
organisations and markets.  All keynotes and 
workshops are customised to your specific needs 
and aspirations. 
 
His 8 books in 35 languages fuse the brains of 
Einstein and Picasso, make sense of change, 
explore the future of business, new ways of 
working and competing, with the creativity of da 
Vinci, innovating for positive impact, and learning 
from the world’s most innovative companies.   
 
His new book “Business Recoded: Have the 
courage to create a better future” is shortlisted for 
Management Book of the Year 2021, and is 
available now. 
 
 
 


